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• DAVID 3USSKIND: "Good evening, and welcome te Opan End.
My Ny name is David Sueskind.• Tonight, The Deadly GaMe of Spying,-

' a conversation with some real live spies. And I'd like to
present them to you now.

• "Our first guest is Mr. Peter Tompkins, who wrote about •
his 7,ersonal espionage activities in Gorman-occupied Italy in
a bus% called, IA Spy in Rono. s. Next, Mr. Ladislas Wrago,_ fe5200°.
E4G'AVC in intelligence work in the United 	 andand7urope.
ANon3 his many books on espionage is: 'War of Wits, The Anatomy
of Eepionaga and intelligence.' Next, Mr. Cat allpr	 •

.wbish is a pssudonym. -Eo is a former U.S. Uovernmont agent
with extensive experience in American intelligence operations;
an he is author of the book, 'A Short Course in the Secret
War.' And finally, Miss Flora Lewis, New York oorrespondent
for the Washington Post, whose book, 'Red Pawn' is a case
history of a presumod.Amerioan master spy Noel Field. In just
a moment: we'll join our guests, after this brief message."

*

SUSSKIND: "I want to thank you all for being here tonight.
like to begin by asking you, wny does anyone want to be a

spy. Mr. Tompkins, uhat was your motive?"

PETER TOMPKINS: "Well, if you look at the professions,
the eldest profession I've by-passed, and chose the second-
oldest."
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SUSSKIND: "Well aside from antiquity, doesn : t the danger
put you off, Mr. Tompkins?"

TOMPKINS: "Well, frankly during World War II, they gaVe
no so much trouble, the brass on our side that I thought it
would be safer on the other. And it was.

(IAUGhTtR)

=SKIED: "Alright. Mr. Felix:, 'why are you a spy
why were you a spy?"

FELIX: It was partly, I suppose 	 it started in the
war -- and. it was an exciting aspeot of the war. And once
you're in it, there are pleasures and compensations, and they
hold you in. And I went on for many years after the war."

=MIND: "What are the pleasures and compensations of
spying?"

•
FELIX: "Well, they're not very noble. There's the sense

that you know what other people don't know. And there's also
a sense that you are accomplishing things, which can't be
accomplished any other way."

=SKIED: "Do you encounter the incredibly beautiful
women that James Bond always seems to get Involved with?"

FELIX: "That has nothing to do with espionage. That
happens in any form of life."

=MIND: "We now have got a surfeit of spy books, spy
movies, spy television shows. What do you think accounts for
the fantastic interest in spying today?"

TANIS: Well, it's always been interesting. It's not a
new subject. Eric Ambler wroto a great deal, and others.
And with so much going on in the world, It's difficult to
understand and hard to figure out how. For people interested
in politics, most of the spy stories are politioal thrillers."

SUMMED: "Well, what's it like to be a spy? Is it a
oonstant struggle to stay alive, as we've been led to believe
by all the spy literature?"

FARAGO: "I don't think so. I don't think that you think
of the dangers while you are at it. As a matter of fact,
the drama and the glamour - I found some glamour connected
with it -- but I was never in a situation even remotely com-
parable, except for a very short escapade, comparable to Mr.
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Tompkins' experiences. He was behind enemy lines, sitting
tight, shifting for himself, and in constant danger. There
is to say, any second of his existence behind enemy lines
oould have been the end for him. Nevertheless I don't think
from my own personal experience or on the basis of what I
was told that the danger element ever interfers with your
interest in the activity, with your devotion to the activity,
especially when you are a dedicated agent, devoted to a cause
and trying to serve it to the best of your ability."

SUSSKIND: "What kind of a spy were you, Mr. Farago?"

PAROD: "I don't think I qualified as a spy. I was,
maybe, perhaps -- I was -- an intelligence analyst, an intell-
igence specialist, trying to evaluate, and exploit the in-
formation provided by agents in the field for intelligence
operations. And at one point in my ohequered career I was
directly in charge of a small group of agents going in and
out, across the Iron Curtain, mainly into Hungary, to gather
information and to a certain extent to get people who were
in immediate danger of being arrested by the Communists.

"And then, at the same time, I was to conduct an intell-
igence operation which was supposed to prevent the con-
solidation of communist regimes in Hungary, Chechoslovakia
and the other Iron Curtain countries by spreading sufficient
amonnt of dissent without actual danger to the group, and a
sufficient amount of doubt, to create inside the people a silent
•opposition to the' regime. That was a major operation which
had a certain amount of. adventurousness about it. And it was,
Tthinc, quite successful until higher-ups, as usual,
:?.toppcd it."

SUSSKIND: "Mr. Felix, what kind of spying did you do?"

FELIX: "The major operation in which I was involved in
the field began as.an intelligence operation. I think it's
fair to say that the word spy is not a word that one uses
in one's own head. It's a word that politicians and public
prosocutors and super patriots use. You don't think of
yourself that way. The technical term is an agent. And even
you don't think of that. You think that you have a job to do,
and this is what you're trying to accomplish. And the labels
don't count very much."

SUSSKING: "What's the difference between intelligence and
cnyin3? Is there a difference?"

FELIX: "Well, Intelligence is the product of espionage
onorations."
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2USSKIND: • "Wall, what kind of espionage were you engaged
:14? Wore you getting people In and out of countries? Did
you steal state secrets?"

FELIX: "Wall it began -- this is an operation in Hungary
right after the war -- and it began as what we call a straight
intelligence operation. That is to say, I was to gather in-
formation which was not obtainable openly, on developments
within the Hungarian government, within the Hungarian Communist
Party, within the Russian occupation forces. And, in fact,
anything comerning the country was of interest to the Amerioan
government.

"However you then run across one of the major obstacles
of this kind of work, which is the people you are working
with have political objectives. Obviously the people who were
working with me wanted to see Hungary free of Russian dom-
ination. And as the situation progressed, as the Communists
increased their power and the Russians helped them at each
step, this became a political operation. That is to say,
trying to assist people to block this Russian take-over.
And then when that was unsuccessful it became , an escape chain.
That is to say, I removed people from Hungary who were in
great danger, in danger of their lives."

=MIND: "If you had been caught in Hungary -- wore you
working for the American government?"

FELIX: "Yes."

SUSSHIND: "If you had been caught what would have been
the penalty?"

FELIX: "Well, that's very hard to say. But.most'likely
I simply would have disappeared and they would have found my
body somewhere."

IEWIS: "Like the an who was thomn off the train."

FELIX: "Yes. Well, it happened to two of our naval
attaches in Eastern Europe at that same period. One of them,
ostensibly, is 'reported to have driven off a bridge in the
night, a bridge which was broken and not marked, an automobile

"accident. And another naval attache fell off a train just out-
side of Salzburg. So they say."

=SKIED: "When we read in the paper that our military
or naval attaches have been arrested by foreign governments
r...16 are accused of espionage activity and our government has
bcon.aslrea to take them out of the country, is it generally
true that they have been spying. Mr. Tompkins, what would
you say?"



0 TOMTKINS: "Ws more his field theamine "

SUSSKIND: "Alright, gt. 0 Felix."

FELIX: "Ro, it's that the attache is engaged in what is
legitimate espionage. That is to says you lot my people do it,.
I on let yours do it."

FARAGO: "I think I knew one of the attaches. /Oa spoke
of Major Tlylic in Po/aad?"

FELIX: "Uh-hum."

FARAGO: "1 had my office neat door to his during the war,
and ho was an absolutely delightful man 	 is was a wonderful
family. And he was the chief of the Soviet desk during the war
in naval intelligence, and he Was the only officer in that branch.
There was a single yeoman given him as an assistant. No was
completely ostraoised, because although we were fighting on the
same side as the Russians, nobody in naval intelligence really
liked him. Aad he somehow developed this liking for the Russians,
and his was a very dramatic and romantic fooling.

"N' office was neNt to his. The office was inside naval
intelligence on the second deck, as it was called, of the Navy
Department building; and it was plastered with Russian recruiting'
and propaganda posters. And the phonograph machine Was going all
the timo pluhing Rnssian marching songs 	 Red Army marching
songs -- so the Navy dislikeddm to such an extent, because he
always insisted that the Russians awe going to win In the end,
that they exo/uded him from the daily briefings because he was
to optimistic from tho point of view of the brass. They imported.)
a °clonal from G...2 who was not as optimistic as to the chances
of the Russians."

SUSSKIND: "What happened to that men?"

FARAGO: "Wylie? He came into his own. Of course, when the
Russians won he was very highly regarded and Was soUt as Naval
attache, because he was in the Marine Corps, to Poland. No was
,:.oing very well, and hc was on a trip to Western Poland when,

the night, ho vanished. At least that's what the Poles said,
he vanished, Ana I think his driver survived. And they used
his driver as a witness to say that they wont through a bridge
that wasn't there, which sometimes happens with bridges. But
tho funny thing about it was hair the driver managed to survive
and the major did not."

FELIX: "That'll show you, Mr. Susskind, how those things
uork. Mre ParaS0 was sitting in the Office next to Najor Wylie
during the war and I was working for Major Wylie, And I only
mot Nr. Farago a faw weeks ago."
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SUSSMD: "Miss Louie, you o vo writton a book about sPies0
lbuovo ro:orted on espionage. What are characteristEcs, attri-
baton, comnon to ouccessful apying?"

LEWIS: "Oh, there aro all different kinds of people. I
dono t think therc o s really a typo, ezcept, to the emtont that
it o s useful, not to be too conspicuous. Although somotimes itos
tho other way around. Its the most conspicuous person ubp
appears to be the dashing playboy or eomothing. WOuld you say,
Nr, Foam, that there is a common type?"

FELIX: "Well we-had a case like that after the war in
Germany. We needed	 during the occupation -- we needed a very
selT.offacingD quiet man who had a groat deal of authority, but
we didn o t want that known. And we found him a minor office in
Germany, and up hoped that agents would be able to come to him
without arousing attention and so forth. And he got there, and
a few months later we realized our mistake, because he was driving
up and down the aim in a bright rod convertible, he was head
of the American ski club, his wife ma Prosident of the American•
womcn o s auzilliary. There wore Halloween parties in the office.
It was a disastor. Wo needed a very quiet man. We got a
community loader."

LBUIS: "Most of the people I've met complain not about
danger or trouble, but uniting and boredom. So much of the time
you have to sit around."

. FARAGO: "And you know,, if I may answer that question
too, this being conspicuous or not being conspicuous, two of the
outstanding spies wore juet at tho opposite end of this. One
was the moat conspicuous and the other was the least conspicuous.
And both blow Upo Both roll down. It makos no reason. In the
end it makes no difforonce. Sosmocky, who Was the groat Polish
spy during the Nasi regime in .Germany, was a playboy with a string
of mistresses in tho Cerman war office. And Abel, perhaps the
outctaading Soviet soy who emerged since the war, was totally
inconspicuous. Nevertheless, in the and, both fell dawn. And
there is reazon why those people fall down."

SUSSKIND: "When you become an intelligence operative, a
SPY, are there tests? Do you take vocational tests, did you,
Nr. Tompkins?"

TONPNIaS: "No, when I started thoro weren't any such
things. I just had to go and practico by myself. And I used -
both forms of disguise. At times I tried to look as inconspic-
uous as possible. I had glasses that ueran o t really for reading,
but they covered by race, and I woro the werst-looking clothes
I could find. At other times I passod as a playboy with
Caracono clothes. Idid that, actually, with the chief or the
opposition, the spy catcher, the German spy-cather in Rome, the
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head of the Zigurhoistdionst C?), who know mg nams and knew that
I zus in Remo running an intelligence service; but we spent
the night we-aching and drinking and playboying, and he never
knew for a second who.I was."

SUSSKIND: "Don u t they search your rooms or bug your TOO=
with wire tapping?" 	

•
IMITEINS: "No, they never know. They never had a clue as

to whore I was."

sussmap: "Well, in the more recent history of spying,
. would our government today ...amp CIA 0-would they give tests,.
would they make an effort to find out if a man was in character
and temperament equipped?"

FARAGO: "Already, during the war, there was a tremendous
aseesament center."

TOMPKINS: "It was very funny, you know, because the general,
General Donovan, somebody said to him, why den's: you make up a
school to test who's good and who isn't for spies. And be said,
alright, let there be such a place. And after-the uur I ran
across a. book in Columbia University library -- it fell off the
shelf -- and I opened it up, and it was a book by the psychiatrist
who had started the school. And the opening paragraph is, 1
had no idea how to go about this. And as a matter of fact, when
I calm back from five years of war almost and five months behind
the linos, I couldn't leave the country again to go on another
exzignmont without having been put through one of those tests.
And I flunked it completely. I needed a word from the Genera/
to say ho can go, he's alright, but I flunked all of their
silly test."

SUSSEIRD: "Did you ever take any teats, Mr. Felix2"

FELIX: "Bo, I didn't. I also got in before that became
required,"

SUSSKIND: "Now, Mr. Felix, why do you use a fake name
today	 is somebody after you?"

FELIX: "No, there's no danger to me, but It would be very
ombarassing to certain things which continuo to go on if. I used
my own name."

&TSUI:IUD: "Today's CIA, in recruiting people to work in
the department, what kind of sorecning or aptitude testa do they
Give?"

PFLIX: "Well, I haven't soon them, but they're very extensive."
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FARAGO: "Yes, its a continuation of the wartime. It's
the aesosemont of Eaz, it is called. It's very elaborate. It
begine with selection. This is the picking or the person.
Then it continues with a security assessment. Then it continues
with a preliminary indoctrination, that is to say, to tell him
that ho is getting into something where he is not supposed
to flamboyant. And finally, ho has to undergo a very severe
test which lasts for several days. And all the time inbetweon
ho is subjected to lie ...detector tests, which the CIA has a
tremendous respect fore And I understand even the director
of Central Intelligence has to undergo periodic lie detector
tests to find out whether he's really the director."

TOMPKINS: "Well, its Quite safe, because they don't
know how to ask the questions anyhow."

(LAUGHTER)

• SUSSKIND: "We have to pause for our own tests here.
We'll be right back."

•

=MIND: "Can we establish whether or not spying is a
perilous, dangerous, profession, death's looming possiblility,
always?"

TOluttiVIS: "Yes indeed, it was in my case all the time.
Ent mine became a spying operation which started off really as
an iaeel/igence operation. Just before the Anzio /endings General
Donovan, who used to appear on the scene whenever anything
al:citing was going to happen, said he wanted an intdlligence
officer in Homo to coordinate Partisan activities and Gather
intelligence. But, as you know, when we landed at Anzio,

,Ceneral Lucas, who was in commend, instead of taking advantage
of the surprise with which we caught the Germane, and taking

eefueed to move. And then they wanted to know exactly
what the Germans were doing.

"Koaeoleing changed his mind when he saw we werent advanoing
and started to move hie troops to Wipe out the beachhead.
Then my operation turned into a classic espionage operation.
Bectuee they wanted to know every single thing they could about
the Germane. 33I made contact with the peop/o in Rome who could
do that, which were the various parties of the Committee of

. National Liberation. And we set uo an organization to watch all
the 'oads, so that all German traffic to the beachhead was

• watched. And then, as things developed, we found a contact right
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inside German headquarters. So I was ab/e to radio by secret
radio to the allbs on the beachhead each time the Germans were
preparing for attack, where they were Going to attack, where
they were going to feint and in what strength they were Going
to attack. And this was going immediately to the beachhead, an
hour, two hours, throe or four timee a day, sometimes 24 hoUre
before on amok, 48 hours before an attack. And we had the
intelligence straight from Hitler. Hitler was planning the
three major attacks on the beachhead. Finally, the one on
the 16th he was personally in command, down to practically
platoon level, ok how that attack was going to be launched
and carried out, But all the time we were radioing this
directly to the beachhead, to the allies on the other side."

SUBSKIND: "Was your contact within the German headquarters
a German?"

TOIWREINS: "Actually, to be more precise, he was an Austrian."

FARAGO: "Was his name Skokholz?"

TOMealaS: "I have no idea what his name was, because I
worked through a young man who was half Austrian and half Italian,
and whose father was Austrian before; and he had many contacts
among the 2ustrians who were in the Gorman Army. And to the
Germans they wore secure, but of course, they weren g t, because
they remembered."

LEWIS: "Would that have any connection with the Rotooapalla
and Lucie (?) Operation, or was it strictly from Rome?"

IMPETUS: "No, it was strictly from Rene."

SUSSKIND: "When you compare the espionage effectiveness
and experteee of the Germane during the werwith . the Russians,
have you any basis for such a comparison? Are the Russians
mrcollont at espionage?"

TOMPKINS: "They gro first rate."

FELIX: "Absoiutely first rate. The Germans had tremendous
succoases during the war; they also had some magnificent
failures."

FARAGO: "Yea must consider in this that the German espionage
•orLanization was secure from their own point of view. The Gorman

• r —lionago uns honeycombed with anti-Nazis, who could find a refuge
r..zcide the intelligence organizqtiono If they had remained out-
side the intelligence organazation they would have beeicaught.
But they had the protection of the intelligence organization
against the Nazis. Non the second in command of the Abwher (?),
for (=ample, which was the Whermacht Intelligence Organization,
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liko the Contra/ 'atoll 	 Organicatioa, was a Colonel or
Brigadlor Conoral nmood	 le uas ono of the groat fighters
against Naoiso And Dine as dependent on an intelligence
boas Wlos hated him, hatod him from A to Zo And of courso it was
very difficult for the Gorman intolligonco organization to
betray directly the High Connand, but what they did was that
they gave them rat:angelica information, vory frequontly„ the
accurate information, because thoy wore in possession of it.
As a matter of fact, it was so good that thoir top-ranking agent
in England, who went under the cover name of Josephine, remains
unidentified to this very dayo

"Thoy diluted tho information by inventing alternativos and
leaving it to Bitler v s intuition to pick the r/ght lanOing spot
or pick. tho correct event that was going to happen* And although
the German intelligence organization was excellent, as :Gro Felix
has just said, It was undermined by the fact that it was sabotaged
frommithino And this is one of the outstanding intangibles
mitigating against intelligenceo"

TONIOTINS: "Well they wore operating, from the vary
bogiuoing, for a negotiated peace, to dispose of Hitler and make
poaco with the Allieso That all comes out later on The whole
North African venture was basod ,on German feelers to obtain
a.onovtiated mace with Britain if they could * And Gonora/
Oh and Canaria (?) and all of these peoplo from 0 38 on

oappoar to have been trying to stop Hitler and stop the war.
In fact thoy gave away the date of the invasion of Holland and
the invasion of Norway, of the invasion of Donmsrko"

FARAGO: called the Dutch military attache at home."

TOMPKINS: "At night. And said the operation is taking
.olace in tho morning, the operation on my wife is taking place
in the morning. And of course, that's the attache talking back
to the Nague. But the thing that often happens is, you see,
that a spy gets hold of absolutely marvelous intelligence and
nhricOo.3 it and screams it and radios it through, and nothing
happens, nobody pays any attention."

SUSSEIUG: "How would you characterize Russian espioaage
today? Have you been dealing with it yourself, Mr. Felix?"

FELa: "No, I haven't been doalins with it diroctly in
tho sense of countering it. But if you are working in theso
things you've aware of such things going on around youo And
in no type of work that I was doing for some years, until
left the poofesaion, were political operation's of the typo
that :Jr. Ravage was speaking about, you're constantly surrounded
by them. So you have come hint of what thoy v re doing and how
they operate. And they o re an extraordinary mixture of the



highott profosaional akin and the lowest sort of brutality.
Bocauae they will constantly attempt to enlist agents by the
cheapest form of blackmail. And a blackmailod agent is not a
good agent. Ho e s not a person 7ou caa depend on."

•	 =Sian: "Uhcia Americans read in the press about the
captura or a spy, whotLor It be in Copenhagen or Washington,
DoCov thoye ro appalled at this kind of goings-on. Is it
truthful to say that wo, as a country, have an enormous spy
apparatus ia being at the moment all over the or/d, and that
Amal-f.ca Is one of thc loading countries involved in espionage?"

LEWIS: " Iem sure * I hope so."

SUSSMD: "Well, how do you account for our indignation?
We act so moral and upright."

TIMMINS: "TO a certain extont it shouldn e t be. But on the
otlIcr hand I firmly believe that there is good and bad spying.
And if thaw) is any purpose to this p/anqt at all there is a moral
purpoze. Aad there is in spying too. And you can Go just so far
and play the game and succeed. If . you go one stop too far you
vitiate your gene, dispel your whole promise and that's what
I call bad spyang.

"That's what the SD of the Germans did and that's what Canaris,
as hcad of the Abuthr, triad as best as he could not to do,
Eou you can say there are bad Germans * But there are differences
otatcn tha Garmans. And the difference between Canaria and

Rimier and Hoydriah and the SD's was quite a noticeable
diffotonco."

=SHIED: "Boos bad spying wort?"

TOMINS: "Hew you may have quick successos with it,
but I think you're doomed to disaster in the end."

LEWIS: "I agree with the distinction about spying, but in
my mind it's a different ono. If it's coilecint information,
that's good, because people will bohave more reasonably and
more rationally when thoy know that ,1hey ere dealing with. If
the information from Cuba had been accurate, there probably
wouldn't have boon a Bay of Pigs invasion, and that would have
boon just as yell. Bad spying, to my mind, is when von use
the spy to aohiove a purpose; I think he shcaad be a reporter not
an activist."

FARAGO: "The Rasa:ma organization of today and of the
past 30 years	 after the period of 037 -- is a good example
for the distinction, for the difference between good spying and
spying. The Soviet Union has two major spy organizations.
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One is a ntrictly profossional military intolligenco organ-
ization, ;:hioh is good spying, and which has gainod and is
gaining, I presume, its greatest successos. Thou thero is
thore is the NKVD, Ohoka-type of er.Oionage organization whioh
is superimposed on the militay intelligonso organization and
whiah to a largo =tont is spying on tho military intelligence
organisation, and in, whioh their attitudo is that tho ends
completely justify all the means. Hownver another distinction
must be made between the purposo of spying and the purpose
or spying.

"Now a spy may be sent out Tara specific purpooe, like,
for example, in developing anti-tank guns we simply must know
the thickness of the SOvict armor. Now he Is sent out to got
a sample of the steel of which Soviet tanks aro made. This is
a specific intelligence operation. It either suocoeds or
fails, but it is good spying If it succeeds. This Is legitimate
spying. It e s nocessary spying.

"On the othor hand, if you send in people just to do
mischief -- unfortunatoly'I havo to confess I wa g doing a lot
of dischief in my oun oxperionce 	 that is needless spying, t'nat
only aggravates the situation and adds to the tension and really
pushes the people to the brink of war. This is irrosponsiblo,
unnecessary. so good spying is for a basic purpose which . Is
a legitimate purpose. Bad spying Is when it is connected
with some sort of midchief-making."

=SKI]]): jr." 	 Felix, when we got bad information as wo
did in Cuba on the occasion of tho Bay of Pigs invasion, was
that bocause 0/12' spies found erroneous information?. Wore they
hoodwinked? What accounts for that debacle in espionage?"

FELIX: "Well you know you have the problem of the collection
and you have the problem of evaluation; and you have projudice
at both points in the process. go that you had Cubans reporting,
lot us say, what they wonted thomsolvos to bolive, that if an
invasion of a thousand men camo ashore the country would rise.
You had non in America who tree receiving that information who
wanted to believe it also. So that thoro o s a weakness at both
ends of the Process*"

SUSSKIND: "is spying a well-paid profession?"

TOMPKINS: "Not in my oase. I took a very large out to
do it."

(LAUGHTER)

SUSSMIND: "Mr. Felix, could you give us the range of salaries
iskolved for pooplo that are spying?"
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FELIX: "VS/1 there ci e been, I gather, some inflation and
so forth, but the oporationwhich I conducted in Bungary for
20 months,-which servod 75 people -- and I didn't stint with
the money -0. cost $20,0000000"

SUSSK/ED: "Is there a high mortality rate among spies
injuries, deaths?"

TOMPKINS: "Well, of those men that I had on the roads, for
instance, of the 60 odd that took eight hour shifts, 22 wore
caught and shot."_

SUSSK/ND: "What about in post-war spying?"

FELIX: "No, then its not as highu in the peacetimo sit-
uation, first of all, the numbers are not the sane numbers are
involved. And I recall that once the RUssiane did break up a
British ring in Hungary, and they arrested a hundred people.
But of those hmored I have no idea how many were killed. In
Wartime thoy would have boon shot instantly. But in poacotimo
even the Russians would ship them off to prison."

FARAGO: "We had a small groan working for us consisting of
27 people, and seven of them disappeared. Now I presume acne
of them went over to the secret police and denounced themselves.
But we did find one hanging from the berbod wire. Actually
they left him there an an unpleasant emamolo. And Im abso.
lutoly sure that two or three have been killod on the way, in
transit. Kw Pater Churchill, who waa vory aotivo in the special
operationa during tho war once calculated and came to tho con-
clusion that in wartime 85 percent of the agents foil down,
that is to say wero arrested. •Not: those who wore arrested wore
subject to texture and died. Many of them died under torture.
But wry tots of tham wore actually executed. Some of them
came out or the prison camps. Liko, for (=ample, tho White
Rabbit, The Rabbit was caught on his second mission. And he
uas Churchill's personal reprosentativo to the Mrquis.
And everybody assumed that they would kill him. Eat ho shoved
up after the war, and ho wasn o u too much worse for the wear,"

SOBSKIND: "Is espionage equipment as complicated and
fascinating-as we've bon led to boliove through movies and
literature	 invisiblo ink and tapping and bugging and hidden
radios and 00 forth	 is it all a tochnical wonderland?"

TO•PKINS: "Wall in my emporienco, I longed to have some
useful technical equipment, but it was all kept in Washington

0.11,
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top secret, not to	 usod in the field. For instance, wo
had to build fires at night to receive praohute drops in
Roes-cometan when, aittins in Washinon, was a beautiful
infrared liLlht, silent 22 0 4 all kinds of fascinating little
gadgete, little matchbox cameras; and when Y. went back I found
a whole bunch of coleno/s sitting there inventing the most
marvelous stuff. Eut it never got into the field. So, by the
time	 I think at the end of the war they must have declassified
a bit of it	 because now it es much better."

SUSSICIND: "Nr. Felix, what are some of the tools you
worked with?"

FELIX: "I didn't have the benefit of any of this . -- aoo
this equipment	 because the kind of operation I was in I
appeared in a very normal setting, and there wasn't a great
deal of skulking around. Bo I never benefited from all this."

LEWIS: "What led to Abel's capture was the hollowed-Out
nickel, wasn't it?"

=SUNG: "What is that you've got?"

FARAGO: "If I'd had this in it, would have removed him
from the chair."

SUSSULTD: "What is it, a bullet?"

FARAGO: "This is a tear gas ballet."

SUBSIDING: "Nay we see that on camera; can you hold it for
that camera over ther?"

TOMPKINS: "Careful, it might be loaded."

4L1,TALtLit)

FARAGO: "You wear it here, and the moment you expect
danger, you don't take any ohanco. This, you just pull it out
and shoot it. I'm not very proficient with it, but people are
who are trained for it. And sometimes an agent is trained,
just to have his trigger finger..."

=SKIM: "It's made to look like a fountain pen."

FARAGO: "It's supposed to look like a pen. Some of them
aro actually a hundred par cent liko fountain pens, but they can
coot in an emergency. General Donovan was a tremendous gadgeteer.
And there was quite an assembly of tools, including fountain , pens,

C,



that had to be asemblod and roassombled. And whom it was
roasscnblod it uss suppocod to shoot. •Nut then agonts found
out, unfortunately, that aftor reasaembly that it did not
shoot, that there uas a bug * Bat this as not a bug. This
is a weapon which is very good from the point of view that
it only disables your opponent. That is, he stays around
for interrogation and all kinds of things.

"New the most important thing to consider is that
all the tochniques in espionage which are usod today -- or most
of the tochniques - came it after the war. As a matter of
fact, the appearance aerial surveillance -- things like tho
U-2 -- took a lot of work out of espionage. For example you
needed road watchers, coast watchers, train watchers to report
on mobilization, movement. Al]. that is being done now by
photographing it from the air. Now that came in 	 the bugging
equipmont.

nAnd I have here for example a catalogue, an actual
catalogue	 of bugging equipmcnt. And they are vary elaborate
and there are many of them, and they are very offective, ad
they are so mineaturizod	 thanks to space research largely
which carried miniaturization to the extreme	 that a lump
of sugar on your table, during a conversation, can be a radio
transmitter * Olives in a martini can be a transmitter."

SUSSRlUD: "What about a man standing a couple of
blocks any	 can he hear a conversation in a room?"

FARAGO: "Yes ho can. He no longer neods th parabolic
microphones which they used to uso in order to concontrato on
the tonvorsation. Now it can be done. It is, howover, still
safer to have a mite of cone form or another. And it can be
in any form today. The microphones no longer look liko micro-
phones. It is better to have something to pick up the conversation.
Fat you no longer used any wiring. That is to say, that pick-
up can also have its curl transmitter. And that transmitter is
a very short range transaitter„ which transmits for about a
block or a car downstairs or a room downstairs, and picks up the
conversation and records It.. 20 that I.e has a complete con-
veraation. And for example, the mirror' in the room can be
a two.way mirror so somebody in the next room can watch the
whole conversation taking place,

"Minuto cameras are available now which can take •
pictures automatically. And it is a highly mechanized and -
automated situation * 9ut these are chiefly used for counter-
intelligence purposes, because a spy who is worth his salt does
not use this oquipment. I have hare with me, for example a
coding machine, a scret form of coding madine, which if it would
be found on a man...."
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SUSSRING: "Would you hold it into that camera so we oan
got a look at it."	 •

PARAOO: "This is a coding machine, n o s a very simple .
coding machine it sells for out a couple of hundred dollars;
and it is a very good coding machine. It has this battery which
is eaeily keyed and so on. EUt this is good for somebody who
is a courier for ezemple„ whi is out of the range of danger
and can, then, send his memagee by diplomatic pouch or some-
thine like that or commercial code. Eat if a gadget like thikse
although a small Gadget, would be found on a man suspected of
espionage, that would be the end of the man because it is con-
clueive evidence against him. The spy uses very few gadgets.

Zest of the .gadaets .of whieh we hoar are used in counter...intelligence,
counter- espionage, because we have the preferred gadgets
today like the U-2 which dace the work of hundreds of spies."

SUSSKIND: "When a spy is caught is It generally because
of his carelessness or because of betraYal by someone?"

FELIX: "It could be either. But in most cases It's a
simple wearing down of the laws of chance, which are operating
ineeorably against him. There 'a . 	a literature on the sub Joe
of how long an operation can be kept going without being Caught.
And Sorge, the Russian spy in Japan -- Manchuria and Japan -- ran
for nine years. This is, I think, a record."

•	 Parago: "That was a very interesting operation too."

TOMPKINS: •"Mbbody yet knows who be was really aping for
in the end, nor what happened to him, do they? They don't know
whether ho o s alive today."

=SLING: "You know, we 	 read that our embassy in Russia
has been taxied and bugged. We read, recently 	 I think it
was Warsaw, but perhaps it was the Evitish EMbassy that had
been bugged."

FELIX: "Ours."

=MIND: "Are we doing the same kind of thing? Are
oe.".)assies all over the world bugged so that the other governments
can overhear conversations?"

FARAGO: "And with whatever little knowledge Thaw of
those empty houses, I assume that somebody was in the house behind
the cloeed ehuttors. We ourselves have an empty house for other
y.lrpeees in Washington."

SUSSRIND: "Mr. Feliz, Na'. ThompUns, are spies motivated by
adventure, are they soldiers of fortune, are they souped-up
patriots? What is it that motivates spies?"
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TOMPKINS: "A bit of both."

SUSSRIND: "A bit of both."

FELIX: "A bit of both. I once set forth a schedule, a diGgram
of the various motives, and the degree of reliability that flows from
those motives. And at the top of the list is what I called ineepend-
ent political persuasion. That is to say, a man who has arrivcd at
conclusions of his own about political objectives, by his own
thinking, and he wishes to see those achieved. He is the best man
you can get. After him, comes the man who has a sense of dole/ to
his country, and who's a very fine, very reliable man. But be may
fall down in not being sufficiently aware of the situation around
him. He's not sufficiently perceptive. But 'he's fairly dtpendable."

SUSSKIND: "The United States being a relatively open noctety,
a free society, is it a particularly posy assignment for foreigs
spying, do you think?"

FARAGO: "Only that we give out a plethora of information, and
the spies don't know what to take. And al000rery columnist hi.s an
inside story. And therefore you sort of dilute the real informa-
tion."

LEWIS: . "And every magazine publishes blueprints."

FARAGO: "And also we are making lire rather easy for agents
in this country. Just the other day I happened to be in the
Government Printing Office in Washington, which is the benenra
place for spies, for Russian spies and foreign spies,. and I picked
up a wonderful little manual for spies; 'How to EVade Prrsuit
while Driving.' Here is a little manual which is selling for 50
cents at the Government Printing Office, called Pursuit Driving,
which describes exactly how to pursue a fleeing suspect. And the
fleeing suspect, all he has to do is road this manual to know how
to evade the pursuer."

SUSSKIRD: "A last quick question: is that U.E., spying a good
system -- is the CIA functional, effective, good as i spy organiza-
tion -- in your view, Mr. Felix?"

FFLIX: "I think yes. It's vastly improved cver what it was
at the beginning. We're not a people who have ta'ten easily to
this form of work. But I think great steps have been made. And I
realize that there is a moral fooling in this country about it. In
that I disagree that there is a moral feeling in this country about
it. In that I disagree with Miss Lewis. Becaune it is not just a
question of getting information. Of too total amount of informa-
tion which comes to the American government, of: use, ooncerning the
world situation, concerning foreign affairs, a maximum of 20 per
cent is obtained by secret means."

•■■••■•■■•=0110WIPPI.
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SUSSKIND: "We have to pause. again.°

*

SUSSKIND: "We've been discussing Spies and Spying. And it is
Indeed a deadly business. We want to thank our guests, who have
included: Ur. Christopher Felix, which is a pseudonym, a former
United States government agent with extensive intelligenee exper-
ience; Mr. Peter Tgmpkins who wrote about his espionage activities
in wartime German-occupied Italy in a book called 'Spy in Rome;'
Mdss Flora Lewis, New York Correspondent for the Washington Post,
whose book, 'Red Pawn, Is a case bisto:y of an . American master
spy; and finally, Mr. Ladislas Farago, active in intelligence work
in the United States and Eastern Europe. Thank you for being with
us. Join us again next week."

(MUSIC UP, OUT)


